A C++ class was written for the calculation of frequentist confidence intervals using the profile likelihood method. Seven combinations of Binomial, Gaussian, Poissonian and Binomial uncertainties are implemented. The package provides routines for the calculation of upper and lower limits, sensitivity and related properties. It also supports hypothesis tests which take uncertainties into account. It can be used in compiled C++ code, in Python or interactively via the ROOT analysis framework.
This paper is organized as follows. First, the profile likelihood methods is summarized, section 2 ; second, it is shown how our routines can be used for optimization of statistical discovery or limit setting power, section 3. The means for specification of the statistical model, and in general the class interface are described in section 4.
Frequentist limits are constructed from data such that when repeated with new data the limits cover the fixed but unknown parameter value π with a frequency which converges to the requested probability, the confidence level 1−α. Limit calculation methods are often based on the inversion of an hypothesis test, as described in e.g. [2] [3] [4] , and we follow the same scheme. Classical hypothesis tests investigate the validity of a default hypothesis, the null hypothesis H 0 ; that an examined sample of data is compatible with background and we call the complementary hypothesis H 1 a discovery. The profile likelihood method is based on the likelihood ratio tests statistic now described. For some observable X, let us assume a probability density function f (X i |π, b) For a set of n independent observations X = {X 1 , . . . , X n } the likelihood is
The likelihood ratio test statistic is defined as
where the denominator is the likelihood maximized over the whole {π, b} space, while the nominator is maximized over the more restrictive null hypothesis space {π = π 0 , b}. The likelihood ratio λ is also known as the profile likelihood and is a stochastic function explicitly depending on the data (and the null hypothesis) but not the nuisance parameters.
In general the inversion of a test to find the confidence region requires scanning over all possible signals, as described for example in [2] . Our routines instead make use of a very powerful result from mathematical statistics, that under some general conditions the distribution of −2 log λ converges to a chisquare distribution with k degrees of freedom. Although these conditions are not satisfied in the problem considered here it has been shown that its performance is surprisingly good, especially when, as here, nuisance parameters are included. The statistical performance of the Profile likelihood method is studied in Ref. [5] .
3 Analysis optimization for optimal limits or discovery power
In this section we describe how our routines are used for optimization of analysis cuts, with the figure of merit being either stringent limits (in case the signal is expected to be weak), or probability for discovery (if the signal is expected to be strong).
Analysis optimization for stringent limits in case of vanshing signal
When a signal is expected to be weak enough so that significant discovery is unlikely, it is relevant to optimize the analysis for optimal limit setting power. This can be done by assuming no signal and minimizing the so-called sensitivity. For example with a 90% confidence level (that is, α =10%), let us denote a calculated upper limit s 90 . The sensitivity of the experiment is defined as the average upper limit in case of vanishing signal;
where P (x, b) is the Poisson probability of observing x events for background expectation b, in absence of signal. For finding the optimal analysis cut we can assume without loss of generality that the background and signal expectations are monotonically decreasing functions of a cut c: s(c) = µ s ǫ s (c), and b(c). The constant µ s is the assumed normalisation of the signal at some arbitrary "no cut" level so that all uncertainties in the signal rate expectation are attributed to the signal detection efficiency ǫ s .
As an example, let's consider an energy dependent spectrum of particles probed by a particle detector. For the physical test spectrum
the expected number of observed signal events is
The cross section σ determines the detection efficiency which is now a function of the energy E, and T is the exposure time. For the observation of x events the model rejection factor ξ(x) is defined as
The upper limit can be written in terms of the test signal
and the average limit on the signal strength, set by repeated independent experiments in case of vanishing signal is
where ξ = s 90 (b)/s test is called the model rejection potential.
Our package provides s 90 through the method GetSensitivity(D& s L , D& s U ), and the upper limit s 90 (and the lower limits) through GetLimits(D& s L , D& s U ), where D indicates a double precision value.
Hypothesis testing with uncertainties
In order to reject H 0 with significance α, the number of observed events completely known, we could find x c by solving
where P (n|b) is the Poisson distribution, but in general the background expectation is unknown and so we find the critical value by inverting the profile likelihood method. Remembering that confidence regions are constructed such that the true but unknown signal strength S is outside the confidence region with probability α for any fixed S we assume the hypothesis H 0 which means S = 0. The critical region is therefore defined as the subset of values x which gives rise to limits not covering S = 0. That is, H 0 is rejected for observations that lead to lower limits s L larger than zero. The limits are monotonic in x, so the hypothesis test is completely characterised by a critical number x c , and written x ≥ x c . This critical number algorithm is implemented as the method GetCriticalNumber(int& n c ).
Analysis optimization for signal discovery
Assuming a specific signal strength s = S, it is relevant to consider the probability of making a discovery. This is given by the power of the hypothesis test, F β ≡ 1 − β. A signal hypothesis H s th is said to be at the visibility threshold if it leads to a discovery with a pre-specified probability F β , for example 50%. Discovery is claimed when x 0 ≥ x c , so in order to minimise the visibility threshold, signal is added to the (background) expectation until the probability for x ≥ x c is at least F β .
For the case of vanishing uncertainties, the visibility threshold can be directly calculated [6] from the Poisson distribution by finding the smallest signal s thP fulfilling
or equivalently P (n < x cP |b + s thP ) < β, where the critical value x cP is that found using equation 7. The quantity s thP is the visibility threshold for the signal expectation in case of vanishing uncertainties. The construction is shown in figure 1 . Uncertainties are accounted for through the critical num- 
P (n|b)
P (n|b + s th ) P (n < x c |b + s th ) < β P (n ≥ x c |b) < α x x c Probability Fig. 1 . For a predefined β, the visibility threshold s th is the smallest signal that is discovered with at least probability F β = 1 − β at significance α. In this example, α = 1%, β = 50%, b = 3.5, x c = 8, s th = 4.17. ber x c (α, b, ∆ b ) as function of significance and expectation number. A method similar to this has previously been described by Punzi [7] . As in equation 8, signal is added to the (background) expectation until the probability for rejection of H 0 is at least F β . This means
where ∆ b and ∆ b+s represent the total uncertainties of background, and background plus signal respectively. Equation 9 is solved numerically by finding the smallest allowed signal expectation s and the solution is called s th . Since the tested hypothesis H 0 assumes exactly S = 0, we do not include any uncertainty in the signal efficiency, while here the background estimate is assumed Assuming that the uncertainties of signal efficiency and the background estimate are sufficiently uncorrelated and Gaussian (or exact), equation 9 becomes
For the observation of x events the model rejection factor ξ(x) is defined as
where s test is, as in section 3.3, the expectation number of signal events for an assumed test signal. The optimal cut c and the corresponding critical number 
The physical threshold signal strength is found in terms of the test spectrum (in analogy with equation 6) by a th = a test · s th /s test , or equivalently
where η = s th /s test is the model detection potential. Minimizing η optimizes the analysis such that the signal strength required for detection (with at least probability F β = 1 − β) is minimized. Our code provides the critical number and the s th through GetCriticalNumber(int& n c ) and bool TRolke2::GetLeastDetectableSignal(D& s th , D β).
The library allows seven combinations of efficiency and background rate models, each presented here. Once the model and its parameters are specified, the user can obtain limits, critical numbers and so on as explained in the subsequent sections. 
Model

Configuration methods and constructor
The confidence level (CL) is set either at object construction via an optional argument or with either of the SetCL or SetCLSigmas methods.
Two options are offered to deal with cases where the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) is not in the physical region. Bounding is controled with the SetBounding method. The "bounded likelihood" option corresponds to the "bounds for the physical region" option in MINUIT/MINOS[8] [9] . Unbounded likelihood allows the maximum likelihood estimate to be in the unphysical region. It has better coverage [5] and is used by default.
Limit calculation methods
The calculation of limits for the model and parameters as specified, is performed with the any of the following methods;
This method calculates and returns the upper and lower limits for the prespecified model, confidence level and model parameters.
bool GetSensitivity(D& s L , D& s U )
This method returns the average upper and average lower limits assuming vanishing signal. The summation is a Poisson sum over the background expectation. This can be used for cut optimization as described in sectioin 3.1.
This method returns the upper and lower limits for the outcome corresponding to a given quantile q assuming vanishing signal and a simple Poisson summation using the background expectation. As a default, the quantile value 0.5 is used, corresponding to median limits. The quantile and median method has the advantage over the sensitivity that it is independent of the signal parameter metric. The quantile x value is returned as out x
bool GetLimitsML(D& s L , D& s U , int& out x)
This method provides the upper and lower limits for the most likely outcome (out x), assuming vanishing signal.
Hypothesis test methods
These two methods are used for hypothesis testing as described in section 3.3.
bool GetCriticalNumber(int& n c )
Get the smallest number of observed events x, corresponding to rejection of the null hypothesis.
bool TRolke2::GetLeastDetectableSignal(D& s th , D β)
.
Get the smallest signal strength leading to rejection of the null hypothesis with probability β as described in section 3.2. Currently Gaussian as well as vanishing uncertainties are supported.
Availability and prerequisites
The latest versions of the code, its documentation and examples are freely available [10] . The class makes use of a number of ROOT [1] routines for standard mathematical functions, the interactive interface and bindings which makes it easy to use our methods in Python. Examples of all functionality of the C++ class are included in our code and demonstrate its use with Python, as interactive C++, and as a compiled example program.
